A model for diagnostics in neurological rehabilitation: an answer to 'the biopsychosocial disease consequence model in rehabilitation' of Talo et al.
In 1996, Talo et al. published their comprehensive version of a bio-psycho-social disease consequence model in rehabilitation, which deals with 'model development in the Finnish "Work hardening" programme for chronic pain'. The explanations given here serve to check the theoretical background of this model for certain basic assumptions as well as for the possibility to transfer it to other fields of rehabilitation. This is done from the viewpoint of neurological rehabilitation. The starting point is the consideration that the conceptions underlying the ICIDH are not suitable to serve as a mainstay of a model for diagnostics in rehabilitation because they do not reflect essential characteristics of the diagnostic process which is the basis for intervention. A model for diagnostics in neurological rehabilitation is contrasted to that of Talo et al. Regarding the theoretical background this model has different characteristics compared to that developed by the Finnish authors. It is guided by the process of gaining cognition in two different ways: (1) On the assumption that the diagnostic process reflects the same principles basically valid for theory-development in science, the basis of the model are conceptions for description and explanation of a patient's current condition. (2) Due to a holistic idea of disablement these conceptions are related to the individual's bio-psychosocial existence. As it relates to the model developed by Talo et al. this one represents a type of 'meta-level'. With regard to the long-term objective the main interest associated with the alternative model refers to its implications concerning the conception of the rehabilitation process as a prerequisite for internal quality management.